dominated
ging of large-scale concurrent programs.
The extremely high volume of information produced during the execution of a concurrent program greatly exceeds human abilities to assimilate it in textual form. This is in part due to the sequential processing of textual information. The human visual system is more suited to processing information in the form of images. Humans can process large quantities of image information in parallel, detecting and tracking complex visual patterns with incredible speed. Nevertheless, as the number of processes grows, the viewer's ability to understand the resulting by empiricism and aesthetics.
image can be rapidly saturated unless the displayed information's level of abstraction is increased. For this reason, abstraction plays an important role in visualization. By providing flexible abstractions, a visualization system can help the programmer select displays that are easily specified and understood. We doubt, however, that powerful abstractions of concurrent computations can be built using the operational methods currently employed in program animation. Although helpful in understanding the behavior of sequential programs, operational reasoning fails when faced with a multitude of concurrent actions that may be interleaved in arbitrary ways. These conditions require a greater reliance on formal verification. We will explore a methodology that attempts to derive visual representations of concurrent computations from their proofs. Correctness proofs involve either reasoning about computational sequences (for example, CSP') or about program states (for example, Unity*). We consider the latter approach to be better suited as a foundation for visualization because program states map more readily to images. Moreover, we expect to be able to render invariant properties of the program state as stable visual patterns and to render progress properties as evolving visual patterns.
The departure from operational reasoning also has important ramifications for the ease with which visualizations can be specified. Instead of treating visualization as a mechanism invoked whenever changes in the display state are desired, visualization may be defined as an abstraction, that is, a mapping from computational states to the states of graphical objects rendered by a display device. We will distinguish between the two approaches by characterizing the former as imperative and the latter as declarative. As currently employed, the imperative approach involves actual modifications to the program code: Procedure calls inserted at appropriate points in the code trigger desired changes in the image being displayed. The declarative approach, however, promises to eliminate the need to alter program code and to accommodate runtime changes in the abstraction level of the information being displayed.
Although the declarative approach can be used with any concurrent language, we have selected the shared dataspace paradigm as the underlying model of ccncurrent computation. Shared dataspace languages communicate among concurrent processes via a common contentaddressable data structure (typically a set of tuples) called a dataspace. Contentbased addressing of data is common in artificial intelligence, and expert system languages such as 0PS53 can be classified as shared dataspace languages. Linda4 became the first concurrent shared-dataspace language to be implemented and to receive commercial attention. a language developed and used by our research group as a vehicle for studying programming and visualization methodologies, became the first concurrent shared-dataspace language to have an assertional-style proof logic. Swarm is particularly appealing for declarative visualization because its dataspace fully specifies the current program state (control and data) and has a simple uniform-state representation (a set of tuples).
Although we use Swarm as the basis for our discussion, this article is not about a particular language or visualization system. (Actually, since efforts to implement Swarm and its visualization testbed on a hypercube-class multiprocessor are still in their initial phases, all images in this article are from simulated executions of the various programs.) Rather, we focus on our concept of the future of program visualization. We present arguments in favor of the declarative visualization paradigm and build a case for program verification as the technical foundation for a formal approach to visualization.
Declarative visualization
The visualization field can be divided into three broad areas. Visualization in scientific computing, or ViSC, refers to the animation of data such as that produced by supercomputer simulations, satellites, and measuring devices used in astronomy, meteorology, geology, and medicine. Visual programming is the specification of programs in a notation using two or more dimensions, as by flowcharts, graphs, diagrams, or icons. Program visualization, also called algorithm animation, uses images to represent some aspect of a program's execution.
Program visualization research has been motivated by the desire to explain, by means of animated displays, the workings of sequential algorithms. The Balsa' system was designed with this goal in mind. Balsa was one of the earliest visualizatior, systems and is still probably the best known and the most influential. Balsa uses an animator to construct visualizations. The animator determines which events in program execution should be captured and how they will be represented. The animator then augments the algorithm with calls to library procedures that interface with the mechanics of display generation. The procedure calls, which are embedded in the existing algorithm code at points where the key events occur, trigger changes to the display.
Balsa uses an imperative approach to algorithm animation. Image generation is, in essence, treated as a side-effect of program execution: Specific events modify the image in particular ways. This approach, while quite successful, has the inherent drawback that the animator must modify the program code. It is also generally difficult to change the information being displayed and the way in which it is displayed. Although many systems allow the viewer to select from several abstractions provided by the animator, they do not permit the viewer to specify an entirely new abstraction. Generally, this would require identifying new events and marking them in the code.
Possibly in response to these difficulties, a recent trend is to use declarative methods of algorithm visualization. In several systems, the algorithm animator declares a number of graphical objectsusually considered to be icons -with parameters that can be changed by program operation. The Aladdin system' uses this approach. However, as in imperative systems, the Aladdin animator must still modify the program code to update objects.
Several other systems, by binding object parameters to program variables, manage to remove the animator's need to modify the program code. Changes to the variables are transmitted to the visualization system, which changes the icons and updates the display. The Provide system,9 intended for use in debugging, considers all potentially interesting aspects of algorithm behavior. Therefore, procedure calls inserted by the compiler automatically record all state changes. The PVS system," intended for the monitoring of manufacturing processes. assumes all information of interest is stored in a database accessible to the visualization system. This approach has certain similarities to our own shared-dataspace model of concurrency.
Shared dataspace
Before presenting the visualization methodology, we'll introduce some shared-dataspace concepts and notation by means of a simple, nondeterministic, parallel algorithm. We first express it in a traditional block-structured notation and then restate it as a shared-dataspace program, using notations borrowed from the Swarm language. The algorithm can be specified informally as follows:
Given an array X [ 
and to perform the action
using the value of; bound by the predicate evaluation and ensuring that the predicate evaluation and the assignment are performed as a single atomic action.
These requirements match directly with the definition of a Swarm transaction: an atomic inspection and transformation of the dataspace. Swarm partitions the dataspace into several subsets. These include the tuple space, a finite set of data tuples, and the transaction space, a finite set of transactions. Pairing a type name with a sequence of values creates an element of the dataspace. In addition, a transaction has an associated behavior specification. Transaction execution is modeled as a transition between dataspaces. An executing transaction examines the dataspace, then deletes itself from the transaction space and, depending on the results of the dataspace examination, modifies the dataspace by inserting and deleting tuples and by inserting (but not deleting) other transactions. Note that a query that fails removes itself, leaving the dataspace otherwise unchanged. A Swarm program begins executing from a valid initial dataspace and continues until the transaction space is empty. On each execution step, a transaction is chosen nondeterministically from the transaction space and executed. The transaction selection is fair in the sense that each transaction in the space will eventually be chosen.
Returning to our summation example, we can store the array X as a collection of tuples and reformulate each cobegincoend branch as a Swarm transaction. We can represent X in tuple form by encoding each array entryX[k] with value vas a tuple (k,v) of type entry. The initial tuple space configuration becomes
The predicate/action pair associated with branch k can be rewritten as the following transaction. In Swarm, a comma is used in the place of the A operator in predicates.
This transaction differs from the original formulation in one important respect. Instead of maintaining information about the array entries that have been zeroed (that is, including a tuple entry(t,O) in the dataspace), we simply delete these tuples, as indicated by the t symbol in the action part. This makes the original test (3 : k<i<j : X[i]>O) simply a test for the presence of any tuple with index in the specified range.
To complete the translation to a shared dataspace program, we need to ensure that for each k a Sum(k) transaction is initially in the transaction space and that successful transactions recreate themselves. The following definition of the initial transaction space guarantees the former condition.
The reinsertion of Sum(k) can be added to the action part of the transaction:
The resulting Swarm program can now be simplified by removing some of the biases inherited from the original blockstructured formulation. There is no need to ensure, when adding two entries, that the entries in between have been zeroed -this condition is only an artifact of the iterative method used by the original program. Associating a transaction with each entry in the array (except for the last one) is also unnecessary. A single transaction may be created at the start of the program, and with each successful execution the transaction may clone itself into two distinguishable transactions. This method leads to an exponential growth in the degree of parallelism employed by the program. The growth can be controlled by assigning each transaction an identifier from a finite set (for example, 1.".
In any case, all transactions eventually disappear when the summation is complete. Once the summation is completed, the query part of the Sum transaction always fails and is removed. With these changes the Swarm program becomes
Tuple space:
Transaction space: Transaction type definition:
tl,t2,pl,p2 : l h l < t 2 < N : entry(t1 ,pl), entry(i2,P) entry(i1 ,pl t , entry02,p2)t, entry01 , p l + P ) , Sum(il), Sum(i2) + Figure 1 shows a sample execution of this program. Figure 2 shows two possible visualizafions of this algorithm, one for the blockstructured program and one for the Swarm version. Active branches of the cobegincoend construct, and transactions in the dataspace, are represented as balls. In both cases there are at most N balls. Each ball has one parameter that defines the ball position along a predefined horizontal line in the image. In the block-structured program, each ball's position is determined by the index value k associated with the particular branch. In the Swarm program, the value I of the Sum(1) transaction determines each ball's position.
The values associated with each array entry are mapped to a bar. The bar consists of a series of rectangles aligned next to each other along a predefined, horizontal (a) In this particular execution sequence, the initial transaction Sum(1) matches the tuples entry(2,7) and entry (4, 5) . Sum(1) and the two tuples a r e removed; the tuple entry(2,12) and transactions Sum (2) and Sum(4) a r e generated.
(b) Both Sum(2) and Sum(4) then successfully match, adding entry(3,l) to entry(1,S) and entry (5, 5) to entry (2, 12) , respectively. Four transactions a r e also added to the dataspace.
(c) With only two entry tuples now in the dataspace, only one transaction can successfully match. The others fail and a r e removed without generating new transactions. The successful transaction adds entry(2,17) to entry(l,9). dataspace; both transactions fail and a r e removed.
of the original five elements remains. We choose this particular visualization because it captures key properties used to prove the correctness of the two programs:
The sum of the values of the array entries I S constant, and the length of the bar stays constant. The number of nonzero entries in the array I S reduced by one with each successful assignment or transaction execution, decreasing the number of rectangles.
Once the number of nonzero entries drops to one. all active branches of the cobegin-coend construct terminate, and each transaction execution reduces the number of transactions in the dataspace by one. In both cases, the number of balls decreases until it reaches zero.
The similarity between the two proofs led to identical visualizations. Differences in the operational details are made evident by variations between the two sequences of images.
Next. we will consider the problem of specifying the visualization for each of the two programs. In Figure 2 we used two types of graphical objects:
Ball(position) Rectangle(position, length) Ball()?) indicates that the nth ball is to be depicted. Rectangle(n,l) indicates that the rectangle in position n of the bar is to have length 1. We permit the length to be 0, and if a rectangle for position n is missing, a length of 0 is assumed.
Object generation rules provide a convenient way of specifying the mapping from program states to graphical objects. Given a particular program state, each rule defines a set of objects that must be included in the image. For example, in the block-structured program the set of rectangles is
and is defined by the rule
This is to be interpreted as "for each entry X[k], generate a graphical ohject Rectangle(k,X[k])." The rectangles can be similarly specified for the Swarm program:
The interpretation of this is similar: "for each tuple entry(1,v) in the dataspace, generate a graphical object Rectangle(l,v)."
In the Swarm program. the definition of the balls is equally straightforward: However, it is not immediately apparent how the definition might be specified for the block-structured program, unless additional variables are added to capture the necessary control state information and encode it as data. We can introduce such additional variables, often called auxiliary The need to add auxiliary variables to properly capture the state information in the block-structured program highlights one of the advantages of the shared dataspace paradigm: All state information is contained in the dataspace.
Visual abstraction
Declarative approaches treat the visualization of computations as the application of a function to the computational state, yielding an image. We call this function the visualization function. The major parts of our visualization model" are the representation of the function's domain and range and the method of declaring the function.
Formally, the visualization function maps the set of all states to the set of all images:
The function could be declared in this manner. However, we wish to use visualization as a tool for understanding computations, and we feel that understanding results from proper abstractions. We are therefore primarily interested in abstraction, the translation of state information into symbolic form. The problem of rendering, the representation of symbols in an image, is less important, although it does involve some interesting and difficult problems.
We therefore divide the visualization function into two parts, an abstraction function and a rendering function. These can be formally described as A : States + Objects R : Objects +Images with the visualization function equal to the composition of these functions. Again, our primary interest is in the specification of the abstraction function.
To specify the abstraction function, we need some information about its domain (a) The first visualization shows the execution of the block-structured program. The initial state of the computation is a t the top, a n d the final state is a t the bottom. Each state consists of a bar, composed of a number of rectangular elements, and a number of balls above the bar. Each rectangle in the bar has length equal to the value stored in some element of the array, while each ball represents a n active branch of the cobegin-coend construct.
(b) The second visualization shows the execution of the Swarm program.
As in figure (a) , the initial state is a t the top and the final state a t the bottom, and each state consists of a bar and a number of balls. Each rectangle in the bar has length equal to a value stored in an entry tuple, while each ball represents a Sum transaction. Note that the Swarm implementation starts with only one transaction. The number of transactions then grows as necessary to handle the amount of data to be processed.
In both visualizations, the fact that the entire bar remains the same length shows correctness; the sum of all the array elements remains constant. The decrease in the number of rectangles in the bar, and the disappearance of the balls, shows progress. Array elements a r e zeroed, and the computation comes to a halt.
(States) and range (Objects). States is the set of all possible computational states. In many paradigms for concurrent computation -for example, communicating processes -the state is difficult to define and even more difficult to capture, as it involves a variety of such widely separated and diverse data as contents of process memories, program counters and code, and message buffers. This adds unnecessary complexity to the process of visualizing a computation. However, in the shared-dataspace paradigm, and particularly in the Swarm language, all state information is represented in the dataspace. The visualization system canl in principle, examine the dataspace without interfering with the underlying computation. Representing all information as typed tuples further simplifies the paradigm compared to other models. Therefore, using the shared-dataspace paradigm as the computational model has definite advantages in declarative visualization.
The range of the abstraction function (Objects) is the set of all possible symbolic representations of states; each such representation is a set of primitive graphical objects. We can extend our uniform data representation to Objects by representing each graphical object using the tuple notation. A graphical object will be represented by a tuple type(parameters), where the type specifies the general class of object (Circle, Line, Rectangle) and the parameters specify the particular object, giving position, size, orientation, color, etc.
We specify the abstraction function itself by a set of rules having the form variables : query over dataspace 3 list of object tuples where the variables are existentially quantified implicitly. Such a rule defines a set of constantly changing object tuples as follows. The query is evaluated against the current dataspace, and for each successful match the variable bindings are used to instantiate the list of tuples on the righthand side. All the resulting tuples are members of the set. For any state of the computation, the resulting set of graphical objects is the union of the sets produced by each visualization rule. Thus, if a new dataspace tuple is asserted that matches with some visualization rule, all resulting tuples are immediately added to the set of objects. Likewise, if a dataspace tuple is retracted, any members of the set generated by a rule matching the tuple are immediately removed. Please note, though, that this is a model of our approach to visualization; an implementation would not necessarily compute the graphical objects and image in this fashion.
Visualization methodology
Our visualization methodology provides guidelines for constructing animations in the declarative model. Most systems recognize that certain methods of representing data are more effective than others, but they lack the concept of a methodology, at least in the sense of general rules for constructing animations. We hope to address this problem, and place visualization on a more 
Application to
firmly technical foundation. We base our methodology on program correctness. Program correctness techniques express and region labeling prove properties about programs with the dual goals of demonstrating that the program is correct and understanding why it is correct.
Our rationale for using program correctness in our methodology is based on two observations. First, program correctness seeks to explain the behavior of computations. Since our own goal is the use of visualization for understanding, the two mesh nicely. Second, program correctness has proved to be quite successful in its goals, suggesting that the translation of its principles to visualization might be equally successful. Systems for expressing and proving program properties have been developed for several programming paradigms,2.12.1 1 A system for expressing and proving properties of shared dataspace programs has also been developed. 6 The types of properties that can be expressed in these systems fall into two broad categories, safety and progress properties. Safety properties (such as invariants) give conditions that the program may not violate. Referring to the array summation program, property ( 1 ) -the sum of the values of the array entries is constant -is a safety property. Progress properties tell what the program is required to do. Properties (2) and (3) in the summation programs -the number of nonzero entries is steadily reduced, and the program terminates after the number of such entries reaches one -are progress properties.
We believe that the same properties used to prove programs correct can be used to indicate what aspects of those programs should be represented in the visualization. Further, we believe that the structure of the property, as it is expressed in whatever proof logic is used, provides a guide to how that property should be visualized. At the highest level, this means that invariants would normally be visualized as stable patterns while progress properties would be visualized as evolving patterns.
To illustrate our methodology, we use the image-processing region-labeling problem. In this problem, we are given a digitized black-and-white image such as that shown in Figure 3 . First, we want to divide this image into connected regions where each region's pixels are of approximately the same grey level. We then select one pixel from each region to identify that region in later processing activities. We can state the program requirements more formally as follows.
The problem input is an M-by-N array (Intensity) and a function (Threshold). Intensity represents a digitized image divided into pixels; it assigns to each pixel a value representing its brightness. Threshold maps the intensities to a smaller range; for example, given an intensity i, Threshold(i) might be the integer part of ;/lo. Two pixels are in the same bucket if the Threshold function produces the same result when applied to their intensities.
Two pixels are neighbors if they share a side; the pixel at coordinate (x,y) neighbors the pixels (.x-l,.v), (x+l,y), (.x,y-l), and (s,y+l). Two pixels are in the same region if they are connected by a path of neighboring pixels, all of which are in the same bucket. The output of the region-labeling program is to be an M-by-N-array Label, where two pixels are assigned the same label if and only if they are in the same region. In addition, a single "master pixel" is to be identified in each region.
A nondeterministic algorithm for this problem can be described as follows:
Assign a unique label to each pixel while there are neighboring pixels pl and p 2 in the same bucket, with p2's label less than that of pl loop Relabel p l with the label of p2 end loop
The "master pixels" are those that retain their original label Figure 4 illustrates a Swarm implementation of this algorithm. The dataspace at all times contains a tuple of the form is-labeled(P,I,L) for each pixel P. This tuple indicates that the pixel with coordinate P and intensity I is currently labeled with label L. Pixel labels are just coordinates; each pixel is initially labeled with its own coordinate. We assume that a primitive operation to compare two labels is provided; we use the symbol < for this.
We wish to visualize the operation of this algorithm. The first problem with constructing a visualization is to determine the graphical objects that will be used and their layout, that is, the arrangement of the objects. In this region-labeling example, there is a very natural layout where pixels are translated into squares, and the squares are arranged in a grid according to the coordinates of the pixels. We will provide the squares with borders. Both squares and borders can be colored in various ways.
Our graphical-object universe therefore consists of two object types: squares and borders between two squares. Both types of objects have properties that define their position and color. These can be represented in tuple notation:
Square(coordinate, color) Border(coordinate1, coordinate2, color)
The representation of colors may be device-dependent. We will assume a colorize function is available that maps pixel labels to the color space. The function is one-toone, so distinct input labels have distinct colorization values. The range of colorize does not include all colors that can be produced by the device. Colors not in the range of colorize are called recognizable. The rendering function will translate collections of these objects into a screen image. The overall result will be a grid as illustrated in Figure 5 . We are not interested in such rendering function details as the mapping of square coordinates to points on the screen, and the determination of the location of borders from the two coordinates in the tuple. However, we will assume the rendering function has the following properties:
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Transaction type definition:
Label(P) = Ll , h l J2: is-labeled(P,Ll ,hl), p neighbors P, is_labeled(p,~2,h2), Threshold(t 1) = Threshold(t2),h2<hl
is-labeled(P,tl ,AI)?, is-labeled(P,tl ,h2) Simultaneously with the previous operation, the predicate true is evaluated. This obviously succeeds, so the program adds a new Label(P) transaction to the dataspace.
If no object tuple is mapped to some screen point, that point is rendered in a recognizable color called the background color. If two or more object tuples with different colors map to some screen point, color called the overlap color.
of the region-labeling is to map each pixel to a square having a color determined by its current label:
VO: p,~,h:
is-labeled( p,t,h)
that point is rendered in a recognizable
3
Perhaps the most direct representation Figure 6 illustrates this visualization. The next image shows the state after some time has elapsed. Some of the pixels have been relabeled and have changed
This rather simple visualization may appear to be all that one needs to understand the program's behavior. However. this visualization contains several flaws. It is impossible to tell if the final result is a correct labeling. The desired output of a "master pixel" for each region, although present in the data, is not in the visualization. Finally. and most severely, the display captures the low-level mechanics of the program execution rather than the fundamental program properties used to reason about the computation. We will now apply our visualization methodology to generate another visualization of this algorithm (Figure 7) . The principal invariants and progress conditions used in the correctness proof (not presented here) for the program are: I 1 : Region boundaries are stable. 12: Two neighboring pixels belonging to two different regions never have the same label.
13:
In every region, the pixel having the smallest coordinate is labeled by its own coordinate. PI : If a pixel p has a neighbor belonging to the same region and labeled by the smallest label in that region. p will eventually be labeled by the smallest label in that region.
As stated earlier, invariants are rendered as stable patterns such that violations of the invariant are easily observed. However. when formally stated in a logical calculus. I I . 12. and 13 have very distinct forms. I 1 is universally quantified such that all region boundaries remain the same. I2 involves a negation: it is not the case that two neighbors in different regions have the same label. 13 includes an embedded existential quantification (for every region. there is some pixel that has the smallest coordinate and is labeled with its own coordinate). Because of this, we expect each to be visualized in a different manner.
(We are currently investigating the hypothesis that the form of the invariant can be used to indicate the manner in which it should be visualized.)
I I requires a part of the computation state to remain unchanged throughout the computation. This strongly suggests the need to render this part of the state in the visualization: if the state changes illegally, the change will be detectable in the image. We will therefore render the region boundaries in some recognizable color. for example white. If I 1 is violated these borders will move or disappear during execution.
We will use the layout borders to render the region boundaries. By using the eight-neighbors relationship. the small bordering boxes at the corners of the squares will be filled, largely for aesthetic reasons. The rule that visualizes I1 is v 1 : pl.ll.)il.p?.l2.h2:
is-labeled(p 1 .I 1 AI ), Figure 7 . Second visualization of region-labeling. This sequence of four images visualizes the operation of the region-labeling program using the abstraction rules V1 through V4. The two program runs in Figures 6 and 7 a r e identical, and corresponding photographs were taken after equal amounts of computation; only the visualization differs. The bright yellow, overlap (error) color does not appear because the program and implementation ran correctly.
The leftmost image represents the initial state of the computation. The boundaries between regions a r e clearly shown in white (by V l ) . Each pixel has its own coordinate-as-label, and so is colored by V3. V 4 renders the borders between pixels in color. Note that small regions of the same color a r e beginning to form. same color have grown larger. color) if a n d only if they a r e in the same region.
The third image shows the state after additional time has elapsed. The relabeling has continued, and the regions of the The fourth image shows the state when the computation has completed. Two pixels have the same label (are the same is-labeled( p2,12,h2), p l eight-neighbors p2, Threshold(i1 j # Threshold(~2j Border(pl,p2, white)
=3
Invariant I2 expresses a condition that must not occur. We therefore detect violations of 12. This can be done by rendering, in a recognizable color such as the overlap, the border between any two neighboring pixels that violate 12. This rendering is accomplished by the rule:
is-labeled(pl ,tl ,hj, is-labeled( p2,i2,h), p l neighbors p2, Threshold(i1 j # Threshold(~2) Border@ 1 ,p2,overlap)
Visualizing I3 seems to cause difficulties, because the invariant refers to a pixel that, although known to exist and to be unique for each region, must be precomputed. However, a closer examination of I3 shows that this invariant specifies the "master pixel" in each region -a pixel that is only identified when the algorithm has completed. I3 can therefore be visualized by introducing some initial uncertainty that is eliminated as the computation progresses. The idea is to color all pixels that retain their initial label assignment. Initially all pixels are colored; as the program proceeds, pixels revert to the background color, leaving only the pixel with the smallest coordinate (the master) colored. The following rule can be used for this:
is-labeled(p,i,p) Square(p,colorize(p j)
Progress properties are to be captured by pairs of patterns, such that a state generating the first pattern will lead to a state generating the second pattern. To represent P1, we wish to capture the idea that if some pixel p can be relabeled, it eventually will be relabeled. This can be visualized by marking the bouadaries between pixels that are in the same region, but have different labels, with some recognizable color such as red. Progress is recognized by the reduction in the total number of red boundaries:
is-labeled(p1 , i l ,hl j, is_labeled(p2,i2,h2), p l neighbors p2, Threshold(i1) = Threshold(i2), hlth2
Border@ 1 ,p2,red j
Examining all four of these rules together, V1 outlines the boundaries of the regions in white, V2 detects violations of the same region, but with different labels, in red. Processing of a particular edge pixel occurs in four distinct phases, as discussed in the text. In this sequence of images all the desired output properties, V3 marks the pixel having the smallest label in each region and thus the final master pixel, and V4 marks the boundaries between pixels that are in the same region but have different labels. As the algorithm progresses, the areas within red boundaries expand toward the white boundaries. The disappearance of all red boundaries marks completion. Figure 7 depicts a visualization of the region-labeling program in which rules VI through V4 are in effect. This simple example demonstrates the use of formal program properties as the basis for deciding which visualization rules are appropriate. We hope that this approach will lead to the development of a set of general rules for constructing program visualizations based on the structure of the properties used in the program correctness proof and not on knowledge of the operational details of the program. Such an approach would aid true exploration and understanding of the program.
Intervention semantics
During monitoring and debugging of concurrent programs, one must minimize the degree of interference with the program execution to avoid altering the phenomenon being observed. However, when using visualization to study and understand concurrent computations, the noninterference requirement can be relaxed somewhat. This is because there are no errors that could be masked by slight changes in the order in which events occur. The questions we want to address here are: What interventions are permissible, and how do we guarantee that they do not change the semantics of the program being observed?
To answer these questions, we must consider the underlying model of concurrency used to define the semantics of the language and to construct the proof system. Most models of concurrency, including the operational model employed by Swarm, have no notion of time. They rely, instead, on fairness and atomicity assumptions. In Swarm, for instance, each transaction present in the dataspace is eventually executed, and its execution is an atomic transformation of the dataspace. This means that one has a great degree of latitude in changing the scheduling policy, the order in which transactions are selected and executed, without fearing any changes in the program semantics, as long as fairness is preserved. Since the notion of fairness itself is a very weak requirementeach transaction is eventually executedcertain transactions may be ignored for very long periods of time while others may be selected quickly.
We are only now starting to consider the implications of manipulating the scheduling policy on the visualization methodology. Consider, for instance, the sequence of photographs shown in Figure 8 . They depict several states in the execution of a phases are allowed to operate simultaneously. Thus, we see newly created pixels (the red and blue pixels to the left of the image), nonedge elimination (the red pixels and some blue pixels disappear), master selection (the multicolored pixels, which change color as they are relabeled), and polygon construction (the blue growing lines and red final lines). Overlap among the four phases makes understanding the computation more difficult.
relatively complex program.* The program assumes an airborne platform that scans an airport below, constructing an image that is unbounded on one side. For presentation purposes, we show only a small area of the unbounded image. A hardware edge-detector transforms the incoming image into a binary-edge image, which the program converts to a symbolic representation as polygons.
Although this visualization captures faithfully the order in which actions would occur in an actual execution, different parts of the image are in different processing phases, which makes the understanding of the program difficult for someone seeing the visualization for the first time. In Figure 9 , the same visualization rules are applied to the same program, but the scheduling policy has been altered. For a finite portion of the input image, transactions are being delayed in a manner that reveals the logical sequence of operations associated with each pixel in the input image:
(1) A hardware edge-detector transforms the incoming image into a binary-edge image.
( 2 ) Nonedge pixels and edge pixels having three or more neighboring edge pixels are eliminated. (3) As a preliminary step to generating the polygons, a version of the region-labeling program selects a master in chains of connected edge pixels. (4) The master defines the starting point for the polygon construction along each chain.
The scheduling policy imposed in Figure 9 inhibits, over a small area of the image, the execution of any transaction involved in performing one of the processing phases listed above until all transactions associated with the preceding phase terminate. Since the processing associated with each phase is independent of the subsequent phases, and is completed in a finite number of steps for any bounded image, the fairness of the execution is preserved. This would not be the case if the scheduling restrictions were applied to the entire image; because the image is unbounded to one side, the input phase would never terminate.
This example shows that schedule manipulation can become an important component of a visualization methodology aimed at exploring properties of concurrent computations. Yet an appropriate methodology and associated support tools for the investigation of such manipulations must still be developed. *This particular program was actually written in a shared-dataspace language called SDL. the predecessor of Swarm. Because the visualization does not change under recoding into Swarm, we take the liberty of discussing the program as if it were written in Swarm.
These images show the computation midway through each of the four phases. The separation of concerns enhances understanding of the program's operation.
hat visualization can play a key role in the exploration of concurrent computations is central to the ideas we have presented. Equally important, although given less emphasis, is our concern that the full potential of visualization may not be reached unless the art of generating beautiful pictures is rooted in a solid, formally technical foundation. We have shown that program verification provides a formal framework around which such a foundation can be built. Making these ideas a practical reality will require both research and experimentation.0
